
A Report on Activities of 27.03.15 … From 
President 

 

Friday the 27.03.15, has been a day of hectic, but fruitful activities. Yesterday Me and 

Yogesh came back after a productive tour of Patna.  

 

I have been trying to arrange a meeting between CEO, Prasar Bharati and  Sh.Deu Singh 

Chauha , Ho ’ le M.P to pursue our issues. Ho ’ le M.P had assured me that he will be 

available in Delhi on 27.03.15 to attend the meeting of Standing Committee of Water 

Resources. I called him after coming back from Department of legal Affiars and he told me 

that he will be free around 16:00 hrs. 

 

I requested him to spare some time to meet the CEO, Prasar Bharati. He agreed and reached 

Prasar Bharati Secretariat. A meeting was going on and CEO was Chairing the meeting. By 

the time CEO got free, Sh. Chauhan along with me, Sh. A.K.Singhal & Sh. L.R.Gupta met   

Brig. (Retd) Sh. Hussain, PA (PA) and discussed the issues. PA (PA) told that CAT Delhi have 

passed  an order that Prasar Bharati can conduct DPC since Post are transferred to Prasar 

Bharati.  Sh. Chauhan took an update of the situation and discussed many issues. 

 

Meanwhile, the CEO was free and he immediately called us. We met the CEO and the 

meeting lasted around half an hour Sh. Chauhan took an update of the current situation 

from CEO also. CEO appraised him of the difficulties that Prasar Bharati is facing. Sh. 

Chauhan assured to take up the issues with Sh. Rathore (MOS, MIB). 

 

Sh. Chauhan asked the CEO about our cadre specific issues also and CEO asked me to come 

after two three days. Meanwhile Sh. S.C.Panda, New Member (P) also joined Prasar Bharati 

today and he was present in the meetings. In between the winners of the Inter Media 

Badminton tournament also came to visit CEO. CEO and Sh. Chauhan praised their 

achievement. 

 

So today, the 27.03.15 has been a productive day and at the end, I congratulate all my EA 

5K  Me ers for today’s a hie e e t. Ho e er, if ARTEE had become a party in the case 

OA.1742/43, all would have got it together with the applicants of OA.1742/43. But 

nevertheless, it a long waiting moment to cherish. We are paying similar Attention to all 

issues and committed to do our best of efforts. UNITY MAKES EVERYTHING POSSIBLE……. So 
Be United. 

 

Comradely yours, 

Umesh Chandra 

President. 

 



 

CEO with the trophy of Inter Ministry 

Badminton Trophy won by Contestants.     

    

Sh. Deu Singh Chauhan with PA(PA) 

                                                                                   

Sh. Chauhan, CEO, PA(PA), me and Winners  

Of Badminton Tournament 

 


